
Mini Cobra          King Cobra
Aussie Cobra     Python 

 
 

Model Numbers: 

Product Description: 
Aussie high pressure drain cleaning machines have 
revolutionised the way that blocked drains are cleared.   
 
The Cobra range makes short work of drains blocked by tree 
roots with a unique drain cleaning head called the Turbo Root 
Mulcher. It vibrates and rotates, clearing roots with a super 
high powered spinning water jet. 
 
Supplied with a full range of nozzles these machines make 
drain cleaning quick, safe and easy. 

Applications: 
Drain cleaning applications including; 
 High pressure clearing of tree roots from drains 
 Removing grease and fat 
 Sand and silt removal 

High pressure cleaning of hard surfaces including; 
 Graffiti removal  
 Brick cleaning 
 Roof restoration 
 Driveway cleaning 
 Car park clean up  
 Paint preparation 

 

Features: 
 Genuine industrial Honda or Vanguard engines with low oil 

shutdown 
 “Big Berty” Bertolini pump with brass pump head, stainless 

steel valves, exclusive double seal system, solid ceramic 
pistons, and oversized straight roller bearings 

 Galvanised roll frame with anti-vibration mounts with 10” 
pneumatic wheels with sealed bearings 

 Heavy duty steel hose reel with R8 ¼” sewer hose— 5000 
psi rated 

 Complete nozzle box featuring Turbo Root Mulcher, 
Predator, Negotiator,  Compressor nozzles and tip cleaner 

 ASP Safety System including thermal dump valve and 
safety over-pressure valve protection  

 *  Exceeds Australian Standards 
 Optional ute mount kit 

Standard Accessories: 
 Aussie Reel Quick hose reel, 5000 psi rated, 2 year no leak 

warranty. 
 1/4 “ R8 flexible sewer hose, 30 m on Mini Cobra, 60 m on 

Cobra, King Cobra & Python 
 Aussie drain cleaning nozzle pack as above 
 5000 psi rated gun and stainless steel lance for pressure 

cleaning of hard surfaces. 

Optional Accessories: 
 Aussie Viper remote mini reel with safety on/off ball valve 

and gauge 
 1/8” Super Worm whip hose for small drains 
 Turbo lance for increased cleaning performance 
 Rotary surface cleaners for fast cleaning of flat surfaces 

such as driveways 
 Low and high pressure live reels 
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AUSSIE eco clean COBRA series  

Pumps
Aussie

Model Pump 
Pressure 

(psi) 

EWP Pres-
sure with 

turbo lance 

Flow 
rate 

(lpm) 

Engine Pump 
rpm 

Hose 
length 

(m) 

Weight 
(kg) 

Dimensions 
(mm) 

Mini Cobra 4000 6485 15 Honda 13HP 1450 30 80 600x870x1200 

Aussie Cobra 4300 6785 21 Honda Electric start 20HP 1450 60 130 630x860x1350 

King Cobra 5000 8500 21.5 Honda Electric start 24HP 1450 60 140 630x860x1350 

NEW Python 4300 6485 31 Vanguard Electric 31HP 1450 60 190 900x1100x1200 

Benefits: 
 Powerful and reliable, backed by an Australia wide 

service network, and two year warranty 
 Provides superior performance with a longer running life 

 
 
 Robust build, easy to manoeuvre, resists rust  

 
 Protection against pressure spikes and overheating 

during extended running on by-pass  
 Nozzles that outlast any other on the market, 431 

stainless steel 
 Protection for both the operator and the machine 

 
 

Model shown:  
King Cobra 
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Specifications: 

NB: EWP figures theoretical only 

Due to our program of continuous product development the manufacturer reserves 
the right to alter specifications without notice. 
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